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August saw investors on our sister website interactive investor continue to pile into global trusts, 

particularly those with a heavy technology weighting. 

 

Baillie Gifford’s Scottish Mortgage investment trust once again came in at the top of the most-bought 

list – and it’s not hard to see why. Over the past five years the trust has returned investors 222.7 

percent, while in the past year alone (as of 4 September) it has returned 27.5 per cent. 

 

With a third of its holdings in technology, Scottish Mortgage typifies the large global trusts with a large 

technology bias that have proved popular among investors over the past few months. 

 

Another example is Edinburgh Worldwide, which came in at sixth place. Like Scottish Mortgage, it is a 

global trust with a third of its holdings in the technology sector. Its performance this year, however, 

has been even stronger, returning investors over 55 per cent over the past 12 months. 

 

Monks, another global trust with a technology holding of 20 per cent, ranked at seventh place in the 

most-bought table, while Foreign & Colonial took the fifth slot. 

 

Allianz Technology, a tech sector specialist, also kept its position high up the rankings, coming in at 

third place. Run by veteran investor Walter Price, the trust has large holdings in tech companies that 

have seen strong performance this year, including Apple and Amazon. The trust has been able to 

provide investors with a return of over 50 per cent over the past year. 

 

Re-entering the rankings was Fidelity China Special Situations. The China-focused trust has struggled 

since the escalation of the US/China trade war earlier this year and is down 16 per cent over the past 



three months. Investors, however, may be viewing the present slump in its fortunes as a good buying 

opportunity. 

 

Also entering the rankings this month was RIT Capital Partners. It is well known as a defensive trust, 

suggesting investors may be aiming to protect their portfolios as worries about the performance of 

global markets and world economy continue to grow. 

 

Healthcare sector specialist Syncona has stayed in the rankings, following its surprise entrance in July. 

The trust has returned shareholders a strong 61 per cent this year. 

 

Finally, entering the rankings for the first time is Infrastructure India, coming in at number two. Listed 

on the Alternative Investment Market and with shares costing just a few pence, the trust is distinctly 

different from the rest on the list. 

 

As opposed to the buy-and-hold style of investing most popular with the above trusts, Infrastructure 

India appears to have been very actively traded: as well as being second most bought, it was also the 

second most sold investment trust in August. 

 

The trust share price has seen huge volatility over recent weeks. It doubled overnight from 1.8p at the 

end of July on the back of news that it had secured new debt funding, and rose to 7.4p within three 

weeks before falling back to below 4p, giving more proactive investors trading opportunities. 


